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Abstract
We use conformal, but ghostful, Weyl gravity to study its ghost-free,
second derivative, partially massless (PM) spin 2 component in pres-
ence of Einstein gravity with positive cosmological constant. Specif-
ically, we consider both gravitational- and self- interactions of PM
via the fully non-linear factorization of conformal gravity’s Bach ten-
sor into Einstein times Schouten operators. We find that extending
PM beyond linear order suffers from familiar higher-spin consistency
obstructions: it propagates only in Einstein backgrounds, and the
conformal gravity route generates only the usual safe, Noether, cubic
order vertices.
PACS: 04.62.+v, 04.50.-h, 04.50.Kd, 04.62.+v, 02.40.-k
1 Introduction and Review
Conformal, d = 4, Weyl gravity (CG) provides a natural arena for studying
the partially massless1 (PM) spin-2 field: when expanded about de Sitter (dS)
backgrounds, its kinematics consist of PM and the graviton [7]. Indeed,
PM is invariant under the (tuned) sum of (linearized) diffeomorphism and
conformal transformations:
δϕµν =
(∇µ∂ν + Λ3 gµν)α(x) . (1)
In particular, we will use CG to test whether the well-known gravitational-
and self- coupling difficulties encountered by higher-spin fields can be circum-
vented for PM, while avoiding the physically unacceptable ghost excitations
CG shares with all higher derivative models. We will find first that while PM
can live in Einstein (Einstein tensor proportional to the metric), rather than
just dS (constant curvature) spaces [1, 2, 8], it breaks down in more gen-
eral classes of geometries. We then find that although PM’s self-coupling
still faces the problems of higher-spin fields, in dS or Einstein backgrounds
self-interacting cubic vertices can be obtained by contracting a Noether cur-
rent with its corresponding gauge field. Consistency beyond cubic order is,
however, difficult to maintain. CG avoids this pitfall at the cost of ghost ex-
citations, but its truncation to ghost-free PM modes fails beyond its lowest,
cubic, order.
Interactions of PM in four dimensions in particularly interesting because
it is rigidly SO(4, 2) conformally invariant [9], just like its vector Maxwell
counterpart. In fact PM can be coupled to charged matter fields [10] (see
also [11]) which suggests forming non-abelian multiplets–a still open problem.
Instead, we will be concerned with the natural (singlet) tensor analogy and
(abelian) self-interactions possibility. Results for cubic vertices derived from
a Stu¨ckelberg approach were first given in [12] while a more general calculus
of higher derivative PM cubic vertices was developed in [13]. Also, it has
recently been suggested that a PM limit of the putative massive gravity
could be a candidate for an interacting PM theory [14].
1Recall that there are three varieties of spin 2 excitations in dS: massive, massless
and partially massless [1, 2] The latter enjoy an interesting mixed behavior: In dS they
propagate lightlike, positive energy (inside the maximally accessible intrinsic dS horizon),
helicity ±2,±1 excitations in a unitary representation of the dS isometry group [3, 5, 4, 6].
This degree of freedom (DoF) count relies on the gauge invariance (1) and a divergence
constraint ∇µϕµν = ∇νϕ, where ϕ := ϕρρ.
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Weyl transformations underlie PM’s invariances, so CG is the obvious
tool for studying its interactions. While CG always has six excitations, the
detailed spectra are background-dependent. About flat space, it has two
massless tensors and a photon with the same signature as one of them [15],
while in constant curvature backgrounds there is still a (cosmological) gravi-
ton, but now the (tensor+photon) combination becomes the PM mode with
helicities (±2,±1). In each case, the two sets of modes are relatively ghost-
like. The relative sign between PM’s helicities depends on that of Λ: In
anti de Sitter (AdS), one can truncate the solution space to just the unitary,
massless graviton [7, 16, 17] (for related analysis of higher derivative theo-
ries see [18, 19]). The dS story is the interesting one here because we can
truncate, leaving either mode unitary; the truncation to a unitary, PM mode
being the relevant one.
A central ingredient of CG is the Yang–Mills theory of the conformal
group SO(4, 2); it underlies an Ostrogradski treatment in terms of a sec-
ond derivative order action [20] with field content directly corresponding to
gravitons and PM. It is also the starting point for modern mathematical ap-
proaches to conformal geometries [21]. Indeed, given the following gravity
data: (i) the vierbein eµ
m, (ii) the Levi–Civita connection ∇µ and (iii) the
Schouten tensor Pµν :=
1
2
(Rµν − 16 gµνR), then the particular SO(4, 2) Yang–
Mills connection
∇Tµ = I∇µ +
 0 −eµn 0Pmµ 0 eµm
0 −Pnµ 0

plays a distinguished roˆle. It is called the tractor connection [21]. Any
connection ∇ faces three fundamental questions:
1. When does its curvature F = ∇2 vanish?
2. When are there parallel sections: vectors I such that ∇I = 0?
3. When does F obey the Yang–Mills equations ∇∗F = 0?
The answers for the tractor connection∇T on a conformal 4-manifold (M, [gµν ])
(one equipped with a conformal class of metrics [gµν ] = [Ω
2gµν ]) are:
1. When gµν is conformally flat [21].
2. When gµν is conformal to an Einstein metric [21].
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3. When gµν is Bach-flat [22] (i.e. a CG solution, see (3)).
While Einstein metrics are of prime importance, our main focus will be on
Bach-flat metrics, since vanishing of the Bach tensor is the CG equation of
motion that follows from the action
S[g] = 1
8
∫ √−g W µνρσWµνρσ = 14 ∫ √−g (Rµν Rµν − 13 R2) , (2)
modulo the Euler invariant.
The above three conditions ascend in generality: conformally flat metrics
are conformally Einstein and conformally Einstein metrics are Bach-flat. A
key question is how to characterize Bach-flat metrics that are not conformally
Einstein. An answer involves PM fields in an essential way: Consider the,
symmetric, trace- and divergence-free Bach tensor
Bµν := −∆Pµν +∇ρ∇(µ Pν)ρ +Wρµνσ Pρσ . (3)
which is invariant under local Weyl rescalings2
δgµν = 2αgµν ⇒ δPµν = −∇µ ∂ν α . (4)
Using the Bianchi identity
∇νPµν = ∇µP , P := Pρρ ,
reordering covariant derivatives at the cost of terms quadratic in Pµν , and
defining the cosmological Schouten tensor
ϕµν := −Pµν + Λ6 gµν , (5)
the Bach tensor reads
Bµν(g, ϕ) = ∆ϕµν − 2∇(µ∇ρ ϕν)ρ + gµν ∇ρ∇σ ϕρσ +∇µ∇ν ϕ− gµν ∆ϕ
− 2Wρµνσ ϕρσ − 43 Λ (ϕµν − 14 gµνϕ) + O
(
ϕ2
)
. (6)
If gµν is close to an Einstein metric with cosmological constant Λ, it follows
that Pµν ≈ Λ6 gµν , so ϕµν can be viewed a fluctuation and its quadratic terms
2In dimension three, the 2-index form of the Weyl-invariant, traceless and conserved,
Cotton tensor, Cµν
m := ∇µPνm −∇νPµm generates the“Weyl”-CS model [23].
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can, to leading order, be dropped. Upon setting gµν to an Einstein metric,
the resulting linear equation for ϕµν is exactly the PM field equation in the
Einstein background. In particular, observe that the Weyl transformation
formula (4) for the Schouten tensor yields the gauge invariance (1) of the PM
field ϕµν : the cosmological Schouten tensor corresponds to the PM field in
CG.
The fact that CG yields the PM equations in Einstein spaces motivates
our two main questions:
1. Can PM fields be coupled to gravitational backgrounds more general
than Einstein?
2. Can CG be used as a catalyst to generate consistent, ghost-free, self-
interactions for PM fields, at least in Einstein backgrounds?
Our answer to the first question is given in Section 2. There we review results
from conformal geometry that completely characterize the failure of generic
Bach-flat metrics (CG solutions) to be Einstein (cosmological Einstein grav-
ity solutions). This gives the technology to study propagation of free PM
fields in general backgrounds. We consider, then disprove the natural con-
jecture that Bach-flat backgrounds support consistent propagation of PM
fields.
In Section 3 we review the truncation of CG to cosmological Einstein
gravity by turning off its PM excitations. Then we consider the converse
question: to what extent can the the configuration space of CG be split
into PM and graviton fields such that the dynamical metric can be held
to a fixed Einstein background, leaving a theory of interacting PM fields?
While this mechanism holds at linear level for the field equations, we show
it cannot be continued to non-linear interactions. This does not mean that
no self-interacting PM model exists, but rather that it could not be a CG-
truncation. CG can still be used to generate cubic vertices that are consistent
with the leading order PM gauge invariance. While the construction of cubic
order vertices says nothing about the existence of a fully interacting theory,
this mechanism generates them efficiently.
In the Conclusion, we summarize our results and discuss to what extent
our CG based no-go statements extend to general PM theories. We also
speculate briefly about novel approximate cosmological solutions to Einstein
gravity generated by a CG-dominated epoch, and also on higher-spin adap-
tations of our approach.
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2 PM-Gravitational Interactions
A natural (but soon to be disproved!) conjecture is that Bach-flat back-
grounds are the most general ones in which (linear) PM fields propagate.
Striking evidence for this is the existence of Weyl invariant field equations
enjoying double derivative gauge invariances precisely when the background
is Bach-flat. These models derive from ideas in conformal geometry: Let us
return to the parallel condition ∇T I = 0 for the tractor connection defined
in Section 1. Denoting the so-called scale tractor by IM = (ρ, nµ, σ), this
condition becomes [21]
∂µσ − nµ = 0 ,
∇µnν + σ Pµν + ρ gµν = 0 ,
∂µ ρ− Pµν nν = 0 .
This system enjoys (local) conformal invariance; in particular, under local
Weyl rescalings, σ 7→ eα σ, so setting σ = 1 is a legal gauge choice. Then
the first equation gives nµ = 0, the second equation states Pµν ∝ gµν : the
parallel condition implies that the metric is (conformally) Einstein. (The
converse is also true, see [21]). Returning to a general gauge and using the
first and third equations we can express the scale tractor IM in terms of σ,
as IM =
(− 1
4
(∆ + P) σ,∇µσ, σ
)
. The parallel conditions now reduce to
Pµν σ = 0 ,
where the operator Pµν , which maps scalars to trace-free symmetric tensors,
is in fact conformally invariant. Explicitly
Pµν := ∇{µ ∂ν} + P{µν} ,
where X{µν} := X(µν) − 14 gµν Xρρ is the symmetrized trace-free part of Xµν ,
so gµνX{µν} = 0. Zero modes of this operator correspond to conformally
Einstein metrics; if σ ∈ kerPµν , then σ−2gµν is an Einstein metric [24]. In
addition, the gauge transformation of the trace-free components of a PM
field ϕµν are generated by Pµν . The key property, for our purposes, of the
operator Pµν was discovered in [24]: it permits the operator factorization of
the Bach tensor as
Bµν = M
ρσ
µν Pρσ , M
ρσ
µν := δ
ρ
{µδ
σ
ν}∆−δρ{µ∇σ∇ν}− 13 δρ{µ∇ν}∇σ−W ρµνσ . (7)
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We observe that M ρσµν gives the non-linear answer to the question posed in
the Introduction: characterizing Bach-flat metrics that are not conformally
Einstein. We see that those require the range of Pµν to intersect the kernel
of Mµν ; the operator M is also conformally invariant and maps trace-free
symmetric tensors to trace-free symmetric tensors.
In mathematical terms, the identity (7) means that the sequence of three
differential operators Pρσ,M
ρσ
µν ,P
†µν (the third being the adjoint of Pµν)
form a complex whenever the metric is Bach-flat. In [24], this is termed a
Yang–Mills detour complex. Physically, it implies that the field equation
M
ρσ
µν ϕ˜ρσ = ∆ ϕ˜µν −∇σ∇{µ ϕ˜ν}σ − 13 ∇{µ∇σ ϕ˜ν}σ −W ρµνσ ϕ˜ρσ = 0 , (8)
for a trace-free symmetric tensor ϕ˜µν =: ϕ{µν}, enjoys the double derivative
gauge invariance (and associated double derivative Bianchi identity)
δϕ˜µν = Pµνα =
(∇{µ∇ν} + P˜µν)α ,
in Bach-flat backgrounds. This was the motivation for our original conjecture
that PM fields could propagate in them. We now proceed to disprove it and
give necessary consistency conditions for PM-compatible backgrounds.
The Bach tensor, since it arises from a metric variational principle, is
necessarily divergence-free, ∇µM ρσµν Pρσ = 0. However, it is neither true
that ∇µM ρσµν = 0, nor that ∇µM ρσµν = O(∇) (rather this operator is cubic
in derivatives). But consistent PM propagation relies on a divergence con-
straint3; for a PM field equation (derived from an action) this requirement
is precisely expressed by the condition ∇µM ρσµν = O(∇).
The failure of the field equation (8) to imply an appropriate divergence
constraint does not yet rule out PM fields interacting with backgrounds more
general than Einstein spaces, because we may still enlarge the space of field
equation and gauge operators, M ρσµν and Pµν respectively, by relaxing their
trace-free and conformal invariance properties. To test that we make the
following generalization
M
′ρσ
µν = G
ρσ
µν −
(
δρ(µ δ
σ
ν) − gµν gρσ
)
P+ α1 δ
ρ
(µ P˜
σ
ν) + α2
(
gµν P˜
ρσ + P˜µν g
ρσ
)
,
P
′
µν = ∇µ ∂ν + 12 P gµν + β P˜µν ,
3The DoF count for PM starts with ten off-shell fields ϕµν , minus four DoF thanks
to the divergence constraint ∇µϕµν = ∇νϕ, minus two further DoF by the scalar gauge
invariance, yielding a total of four on-shell excitations.
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where the cosmological Einstein operator
G
ρσ
µν :=
(
δρ(µδ
σ
ν) − gµνgρσ
)(
∆− P)− 2∇(µ∇ρδσν) +∇(µ∇ν)gρσ + gµν∇ρ∇σ
− 2W ρµνσ − 8 P˜ρ{µδσν} − 32 gµνP gρσ , (9)
is identically conserved
∇µGρσµν = 0 ,
in Einstein backgrounds. The equation of motion of cosmological Einstein
gravity linearized about an Einstein metric is Gρσµν ϕρσ = 0.
The above ansatz is the most general one obeying the following require-
ments:
1. The operators M ′ρσµν and P
′
µν are second order in ∇ or derivatives on
the metric gµν .
2. The operator M ′ρσµν is self-adjoint, to ensure the existence of an action
principle.
3. The divergence ∇µM ′ρσµν is an operator no more than linear in ∇, to
ensure that solutions of M ′ρσµν ϕµν = 0 obey a first order constraint.
4. The operator product M ′ρσµνP
′
ρσ vanishes when gµν is an Einstein met-
ric; this fixes their leading terms to be operators corresponding to the
linear PM equation of motion (6) and its double derivative gauge in-
variance (1). The remaining freedom in the ansatz therefore depends
only on the trace-free Schouten tensor P˜µν , since that quantity vanishes
for Einstein metrics.
It remains to compute the product M ′ρσµν P
′
ρσ. The result can be ar-
ranged as an expansion in the gradient operator ∇. By construction, terms
of order ∇4 and ∇3 necessarily vanish. Prefactors of the terms order ∇2
only involve P˜µν which we are now assuming to be non-vanishing, since we
wish to investigate metrics that are not Einstein: we must choose the con-
stants (α1, α2, β) accordingly and find
α1 = 4 + 2β and α2 = −β .
The analysis of terms order ∇ and lower is more complicated. First we
consider the trace gµνM ′ρσµνP
′
ρσ at order ∇ and find 3β(∇ρP)∇ρ. There are
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two possibilities, either β = 0 or the background metric has constant scalar
curvature. Since the latter would rule out the PM conjecture in question,
we choose β = 0. We then find gµνM ′ρσµνP
′
ρσ = −3(∆P), which requires the
scalar curvature to be harmonic, and hence also rules out the conjecture.
Having disproved the conjecture, one may still investigate whether some
background condition weaker than Bach-flat, but still less stringent than
Einstein, could yield consistent propagation. The terms remaining at order∇
in M ′ρσµνP
′
ρσ are
βgµν(∇ρP)∇ρ − (β − 2)(∇(µP)∇ν) + 2(β − 1)(∇ρPµν)∇ρ − 2β(∇(µPν)ρ)∇ρ ;
clearly no choice of β removes all of them. Instead, we can restrict the
background, one option being to Ricci-symmetric spaces, defined by ∇ρPµν
= 0. This condition is weaker than Einstein, but need not imply Bach-flat.
However, even then we must cancel all terms in M ′ρσµνP
′
ρσ of order ∇0. In
general backgrounds these are
−β Bµν + 2β2 Pρ(µPν)ρ − 12(β − 1)(β + 3)PPµν − 12(β − 2)∇µ∂νP
+ gµν
[
1
2
(β − 2)∆P− β(β + 1)PρσPρσ + 18(β + 2)(3β − 2)P2
]
.
Even for a Ricci-symmetric space, no choice of β removes all remaining terms
quadratic in the Schouten tensor and its trace. We also see no strong physi-
cal motivation to single out backgrounds with covariantly constant Einstein
tensor subject to a further quadratic curvature constraint.
3 Self-Interactions
To study self-interactions, we must first recast our derivation of the PM field
equation (6) in terms of the CG action (2). The latter can be rewritten as a
two-derivative action by introducing an auxiliary field ϕµν [20]:
S[g, ϕ] = −
∫ √−g [Λ
6
(R− 2Λ) + ϕµν Gµν + ϕµν ϕµν − ϕ2
]
, (10)
where Gµν := Gµν + Λ gµν is the cosmological Einstein tensor. Upon com-
pleting the square, we see that the auxiliary field becomes the cosmological
Schouten tensor (5). To analyze the spectrum of the theory about an Ein-
stein background g¯µν with cosmological constant Λ, we linearize in metric
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perturbations hµν = gµν − g¯µν . Keeping terms quadratic in fluctuations and
making the field redefinition
hµν → hµν + Λ6 ϕµν . (11)
yields the action (the metrics appearing in G and F are set to g¯µν)
S(2)[h, ϕ] = 1
4
∫ √−g¯ [− Λ
6
hµν Gρσµνhρσ +
6
Λ
ϕµν
(
G
ρσ
µν − 23 ΛF ρσµν
)
ϕρσ
]
. (12)
Here −Gρσµν hρσ/2 is the linearized cosmological Einstein tensor defined in (9)
and all indices are moved by g¯µν . The Pauli–Fierz (PF) mass operator is
defined as F ρσµν := δ
ρ
µ δ
σ
ν − gµν gρσ, so the PM field equation is(
G
ρσ
µν − 23 ΛF ρσµν
)
ϕρσ = 0 .
Thus, the first term of (12) is linearized Einstein–Hilbert, while the terms
with round brackets (the sum of the linearized gravity kinetic term and a
Pauli–Fierz mass term tuned to the PM value m2 = 2Λ/3) give the PM
theory, all in an Einstein background. Hence the model describes the “differ-
ence” of massless and PM excitations. Moreover, integrating out (at linear
level) the field ϕµν appearing before the field redefinition (11), gives the
fourth order equation
B
ρσ
µν hρσ = 0 , where B
ρσ
µν := G
αβ
µν F
−1γδ
αβ G
ρσ
γδ − 23 ΛGρσµν ,
for the original metric fluctuations. Indeed, Bρσµν hρσ is the Bach tensor lin-
earized about an Einstein background.
The relative sign of the two parts of the linearized action (12) reflects
the unavoidable relative ghost structure. In particular, states with ϕµν = 0
constitute a unitary, massless spin s = 2 spectrum. When the cosmological
constant is positive (dS), states with hµν = 0 correspond to a unitary PM
spectrum. We now proceed to study the latter truncation; a key step is to un-
derstand the model’s gauge structure. At linear level, the graviton hµν enjoys
a linearized diffeomorphism symmetry4 δhµν = ∇µ ξν +∇ν ξµ while the PM
4As an aside, we observe that the derivation of the linear PM model from Weyl invari-
ant CG theory gives a novel proof of the SO(4, 2) conformal invariance of PM excitations.
(In fact, conformal invariance was the original rationale behind the PM model [1], and
is enjoyed by all maximal depth, four-dimensional PM theories of generic spin [9].) In
detail, whenever a field is coupled to the metric, maintaining Weyl invariance, then set-
ting the metric to a background yields an action that enjoys any conformal isometries
as symmetries. Thus the non-linear model generated by setting the metric in (10) to a
background is guaranteed to enjoy this symmetry; since it holds order by order in ϕ, it is
also a symmetry of linearized PM.
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field ϕµν transforms according to the double derivative scalar variation (1);
at linear level each field is inert under the other’s transformations. In fact,
the PM gauge symmetry is inherited from the Weyl symmetry of CG. The
full non-linear action (10) is invariant under both gauge transformations,
δgµν = ∇µ ξν+∇ν ξµ+2α gµν , δϕµν = Lξ ϕµν+
(∇µ ∂ν+ Λ3 gµν)α . (13)
The metric transformation is now a sum of diffeomorphism and Weyl trans-
formations as is the ϕµν transformation: Lξ is the Lie derivative along the
vector field ξ and the Weyl term follows from the transformation of the
Schouten tensor (4).
Without incurring the ghost problem of CG, we may search for some
combination of fields that, when held to an appropriate background, yields a
consistent truncation to a self-interacting PM model.5 We must now find the
proper combination of fields to set to a background that yields the desired
decoupling. At linear level, the answer to this requirement is given by the
field redefinition (11). There, the choice for the metric fluctuations hµν = 0 is
respected by PM gauge transformations. This substitution in the linearized
action (12) yields the free PM action in an Einstein background. Therefore
we begin by positing a candidate for a non-linear version of the field redefini-
tion (11) (that mixes gµν and ϕµν) such that a consistent PM theory results
from holding the redefined metric to a suitable fixed value:{
gµν → gµν + 6Λ ϕµν + Jµν(g, ϕ)
ϕµν → ϕµν +Kµν(g, ϕ) .
(14)
We take Jµν and Kµν to start at second order in ϕµν so as to preserve the
linear level choice (11). With this field redefinition, the CG action (10)
reduces to that of a “matter” field ϕµν coupled to a (dynamical) metric:
S[g, ϕ] =
∫ √−g [− Λ
6
(R− 2Λ) + 6
Λ
L PM(ϕ,∇ϕ)
]
, (15)
where L PM is the candidate PM Lagrangian. Its ϕµν dependence is highly
non-linear, with self-interactions coming from re-expressing all the original
5Indeed, the converse version of this procedure can be applied to produce cosmological
gravity from CG for the full, non-linear theory: Examining the gauge transformations (13),
we see that the PM background ϕµν = 0 is preserved by diffeomorphisms but not Weyl
transformations. Hence, setting ϕµν = 0 yields a diffeomorphism invariant theory; per-
forming this substitution in the action (10) yields cosmological Einstein gravity.
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metric dependence of the action (10) in terms of the shifted combination gµν+
6
Λ
ϕµν + Jµν . After making this expansion, we set gµν to any Einstein metric
with cosmological constant Λ. This leaves us with the PM candidate
SPM[ϕ] =
6
Λ
∫ √−gL PM(ϕ,∇ϕ) , (16)
to be computed as an expansion in ϕµν :
LPM =
1
4
ϕµν
(
G
ρσ
µν − 23 ΛF ρσµν
)
ϕρσ +
∞∑
n=3
L
(n)
PM
. (17)
The absence of a term linear in ϕµν follows from the linearized analysis
and relies on the fact that gµν is now an Einstein metric. Furthermore, we
notice that the arbitrariness of the field redefinition (14) encoded by J(ϕ)
and K(ϕ) really amounts only to a field redefinition ϕµν → ϕµν + Jµν(ϕ)
in the candidate action (16) when Jµν = Kµν . Moreover, examining the full
non-linear form (10), we see that since Kµν is at least second order in ϕµν , it
only contributes to vertices at least quartic in the PM field. Hence, with the
understanding that we only quote results for vertices up to possible ϕµν field
redefinitions, we may set Jµν(ϕ) = 0 = Kµν(ϕ) without any loss of generality
for our cubic order results.
Before presenting our explicit cubic vertices, let us show that there is no
fully non-linear truncation of CG to an interacting PM theory. (This neither
annuls consistency of the cubic vertices with respect to linearized gauge trans-
formations, nor rules out any other ultimate theory of self-interacting PM
fields.) To determine whether a truncation that takes gµν to be a fixed Ein-
stein background is consistent, we must study the gauge invariances of the
theory. The precise form of the underlying CG gauge transformations in
terms of the redefined fields (14) is:
δgµν = Lξgµν − 6Λ
[∇µ ∂ν + 6Λ [(g + 6Λ ϕ)−1]ρσ γρµν ∂σ ]α , (18)
δϕµν = Lξ ϕµν +
[∇µ ∂ν + Λ3 gµν + 6Λ [(g + 6Λ ϕ)−1]ρσ γρµν ∂σ + 2ϕµν ]α .
Here we have denoted the Christoffel symbols of ϕµν , covariantized with
respect to gµν , by
γρµν :=
1
2
(∇µϕνρ +∇νϕµρ −∇ρϕµν) . (19)
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Firstly observe that at leading order in ϕ, the choice of diffeomorphism pa-
rameter ξµ = 3 ∂µα/Λ cancels the Lie derivative term Lξgµν = ∇µ ξν +∇ν ξµ
against the double gradient of the scalar parameter α in the metric variation.
This is just a restatement of our linear result that the dynamical metric can
be decoupled (at that order), leaving linear PM. Consistency of the non-linear
truncation requires that there exist a choice of ξ achieving this cancellation
to all orders. This would determine the higher order terms in the variation
of ϕ, leaving the PM action SPM[ϕ] invariant. To establish a no-go result, we
need only show that already no choice of ξ achieves this cancellation for the
next-to-leading (linear) order terms in ϕ in the metric variation. Focussing
on the linear part γρµν∂ρα of δgµν we immediately see that it can never be
written as∇(µXν), for any Xν even on PM-shell. This establishes our claimed
no-go result for truncating CG to a PM theory beyond linear order.
Finally, we turn to the computation of the cubic vertices. These, be-
ing guaranteed invariant under leading PM gauge transformations δϕµν =(∇µ∂ν + Λ3 gµν)α, are candidate vertices for a putative non-linear self-inter-
acting PM theory. The form of n-th order Lagrangian of the PM field deter-
mined by the field redefinition (14) (with Jµν = 0 = Kµν) can be obtained
from the following correspondence,
(Λ
6
)n+1
√−g L (n+2)PM = n+1(n+2)! ϕµν δn+1g|ϕ
[√−g Gµν] (20)
+ Λ
6
1
n!
δng|ϕ
[√−g gµνgρσ] (ϕµρ ϕνσ − ϕµν ϕρσ) .
Here δng|ϕ signifies taking the n-th variation with respect to the metric and
then replacing δgµν by ϕµν ; the result is of n-th order in ϕµν . In the first
line, we have used the fact that the first metric variation of the cosmological
Einstein–Hilbert action produces the cosmological Einstein tensor Gµν , which
allows (n+2) variations of that term to be combined with (n+1) variations
of the coupling of the cosmological Einstein tensor to the partially massless
field in (10). If we evaluate the above interaction Lagrangians explicitly then,
since they are given in terms of multiple variations of the Ricci tensor, the
generic outcome for LPM is a two-derivative self-coupling of ϕµν , a curvature
coupling and a potential for ϕµν .
We also note that multiplying the original CG action (2) by the dimension-
free combination Λ−1κ−2 of the cosmological constant and gravitational cou-
plings and redefining the PM field ϕ→ Λ κϕ gives, schematically, the canon-
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ically normalized action
S ∼ 1
κ2
∫
(R− 2Λ) +
∫ [
(∇ϕ)2 + Λϕ2
]
+
∞∑
n=3
κn−2
[
ϕn−2∇ϕ∇ϕ+ Λϕn] .
Now, let us focus on computing the cubic part L (3)PM in (20). Note that
since we work on an Einstein background, we may set Gµν = 0 (when it is not
varied); also, since we only quote the vertex up to a possible field redefinition,
at this order we may use the linear PM field equation, which can be written
as δg|ϕGµν + Λ3
(
ϕµν − gµνϕ
)
= 0 .6 Moreover, since the vertex is cubic in ϕµν ,
we may write
6
Λ
T µν :=
1
3
1√−g
δS(3)PM
δϕµν
and S(3)
PM
= 6
Λ
∫ √−g ϕµν T µν .
By construction, S(3)PM is invariant under the linear order PM gauge transfor-
mation (1) modulo the linear field equations. This guarantees that Tµν obeys
Noether identity
(∇µ∇ν + Λ
3
gµν) Tµν ≈ 0 , (21)
in an Einstein background where ≈ denotes equality modulo the linear PM
field equations.
It remains to explicitly compute Tµν . In fact, the cubic vertex itself is
easily computed by hand by performing the variations of equation (20) for
n = 1. A computer aided computation [25] gives
Tµν ≈ ϕρσ∇ρ∇σϕµν + 12 ϕµν ∆ϕ− 43 ϕρσ∇(µ|∇ρϕσ|ν) − ϕρ(µ∇ν)∇ρϕ
+ 2
3
ϕρσ∇µ∇νϕρσ + 16 ϕ∇µ∇νϕ+ 16 gµν (ϕρσ∇ρ∇σϕ− ϕ∆ϕ)
+∇ρϕ (3
2
∇ρϕµν − 23 ∇(µϕν)ρ)− 13 ∇ρϕσµ∇ρϕσν −∇ρϕσ(µ|∇σϕ|ν)ρ
+ 2
3
∇(µ|ϕρσ∇ρ|ϕν)σ + 16 ∇µϕρσ∇νϕρσ − 13 ∇µϕ∇νϕ
− gµν ( 512 ∇ρϕστ ∇ρϕστ − 12 ∇ρϕστ ∇σϕρτ + 112 ∇ρϕ∇ρϕ)
−Λ ( 1
18
ϕϕµν +
5
9
ϕρµ ϕνρ) + Λ gµν (
11
36
ϕρσ ϕρσ − 136 ϕ2)
− 2
3
W ρτ (µ
σϕν)τ ϕρσ − 23 W ρ(µν)σϕτρ ϕτσ − 13 gµν W ρτκσϕρσ ϕτκ .
6Notice that the cubic vertex, therefore, schematically takes the form
S(3)
PM
= δg|ϕS
(2)
PM
+
∫
ϕ3 ,
where S(2)PM is the leading order PM action and ϕ
3 denotes cubic potential terms in ϕµν .
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As a check, we verified that this Tµν obeys the Noether identity (21) for the
case of constant curvature gµν .
We emphasize again that the consistency of the cubic vertices is indepen-
dent of that of the higher order ones, implying that the vertex S(3)PM is valid
beyond the context of CG. In fact, this vertex has been constructed in [12]
where it has been shown that two-derivative self-interactions of PM fields
exist only for d = 4 . We now see that CG underlies that result which is also
consistent with the recent work of [13] where all consistent cubic interactions
(not necessarily two-derivative ones) involving PM fields of generic spin were
considered. There it was shown that for generic dimensions there are only
two PM self-couplings involving at most four and six derivatives respectively.
However, precisely in four dimensions, the Gauß-Bonnet identity reduces the
maximal four-derivative coupling to a two-derivative one7.
4 Conclusions
We have revisited the well-trodden grounds of d = 4 conformal, Weyl, gravity
to explore the coupling of PM spin 2 fields to both fixed nontrivial curved
backgrounds and dynamical gravity, as well as their self-interactions. The
first result was that fixed Bach-flat backgrounds break the PM gauge invari-
ance, and no natural background more general than Einstein was found in
the space of all possible couplings to geometry and extensions of the gauge
invariance for the linear PM theory. For dynamical gravity couplings, the
attraction of CG was that it—at linearized level about dS—is the “differ-
ence” between a normal graviton and a PM one. However, upon insisting on
a ghost-free model one must give up on any dynamical pretensions for the
(ghost) graviton. This left the possibility that (just as truncating CG to its
PM vacuum yields cosmological Einstein gravity) an appropriate truncation
7In fact, for constant curvature backgrounds, the Cotton-like tensor [10]
Fµν
ρ := ∇µϕνρ −∇νϕµρ
is invariant under PM gauge transformations (1). (Strictly this version of the Cotton
tensor is not the metric one, because the PM field is not the Schouten tensor, although in
the underlying CG setting this is in fact the case.) Therefore any quartic derivative order,
cubic vertex of type
∫
(∇F )FF is PM invariant. In four dimensions, it should be possible
to employ the Gauß–Bonnet identity to write this as a manifestly invariant cubic vertex
quadratic in derivatives.
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of the dynamical graviton could allows CG to generate consistent PM self-
interactions. Here too we came up against the old problem, one that already
occurs in trying to similarly extend higher-spin gauge theories: while it is
possible to set up a—lowest order invariant—cubic self-interaction expressed
as the coupling of the (quadratic) Noether current maintaining the initial
Abelian invariance to the field amplitude, self-coupling inconsistencies set
in at quartic order. That is, within the CG setting, one cannot extend the
initial Abelian invariance to cover the next non-linear vertex. We illustrated
this by exhibiting both the corresponding cubic terms and showing that there
is no combination of fields, inert under (non-linear) PM transformations to
the next order, truncating to consistent PM in a gravitational background.
Although CG underlies cosmological Einstein gravity, it does not truncate to
a non-linear “PM general relativity”.
No-go theorems are notorious for their loopholes. Spin (2,3/2)-gravity
and supergravity theories circumvent just such higher-spin pitfalls [26] while
for (towers of) massive higher spins, string theory provides presumably con-
sistent interactions and Vasiliev’s theory describes interactions of towers of
massless higher spins in (A)dS backgrounds [27]. Nonetheless, our results
relying on CG as the underpinning of PM self-interactions seem quite ro-
bust. As stated in [12], “We have checked that it is impossible to pro-
ceed with quadratic approximation without introduction of higher derivative
terms and/or some other fields.” Moreover, also there, only a single PM
cubic vertex was found; its agreement with the one generated by CG would
suggest the absence of a self-interacting, two-derivative PM theory is a likely
outcome.
One interesting feature of CG is that the PM field can be consistently
turned off, leaving cosmological Einstein gravity (at least classically). In
other words, without additional matter couplings, choosing initial conditions
such that ϕµν is zero at the initial time, then it will remain trivial, while the
metric gµν can realize any Einstein solution [7]. We could also envisage a
situation where the PM field ϕµν is not strictly zero but rather nearly zero
in some arbitrarily large time interval ti . . . tf . Cosmology would then have
approximate Einstein behavior for that epoch, while in the region t ≪ ti
or t ≫ tf , non-Einstein solutions could emerge. (The consequences for cos-
mological expansion with a partially conserved symmetric two index bound-
ary operator were also considered in [8].) CG could then be used to generate
transitions from a dS inflationary behavior of the cosmic scale factor to one
controlled by the partially massless modes. Ghosts and loss of stability at
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early and late times may even be a useful/acceptable feature in this scenario.
A separate speculation is that gravity-like, or even self-interacting PM-
like models for higher s > 2, might be achievable by studying higher-spin
versions of CG. Indeed, interacting conformally invariant higher-spin models
that can be viewed as analogs of CG do exist [28, 29]. Perhaps a higher spin
version of our approach could apply there.
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